This paper addresses the prevalence of state violence directed at Aboriginal people. It examines how violence has been reproduced in recent years in the space of Western Australia through mutually-reinforcing relations of financial interest, and how the function of private capital accumulation -in state violence against sovereign Aboriginal people -has remained hidden in white sight. This paper argues that state violence is legitimized through a discourse of Aboriginal protection. After outlining how this discourse and violence have operated in Western Australia, the paper provides a substantive narrative challenging the routine reproduction of state violence against Aboriginal bodies through a close reading of public and media texts. These texts relate to state violence against a blockade preventing land-clearing machines from entering Aboriginal country in mid 2011; state violence against the Nyoongar Tent Embassy in early 2012; and, the government's announcement in May 2011 that it would amend the Aboriginal Heritage Act. Through this analysis, lines are drawn between media, machines and might for the purpose of enabling white sight to see private capital accumulation functioning within the reproduction of state violence against Aboriginal people.
Background
Criminal Law for the control of Aboriginal people in Western Australia was instituted by Governor Stirling in 1837, within the first decade of land grants in the Swan River area being issued to British men of capital by the Colonial Office in London (Hunter 2012: xxiv-xxv) .
The British invaders, as they were referred to by Stirling, ignored the land-occupation regulation and spatial organization of the invaded Aboriginal people, whose resistance to this social, economic and cultural disruption was met by the overwhelming violence of British capitalists, who mobilized servants and colonial troops to protect their enterprises on this land. The Colonial Office may have regarded its Perth settlement as private land speculation by capitalists, but it provided enough funds, labour and military might for the project to succeed. In his settlement proclamation, Stirling asserted that he could grant occupation rights to all 'unoccupied land' in the area. However, this wording was replaced by the term 'wasteland' in settlement regulations because the land was too obviously already occupied by Aboriginal people (Statham-Drew 2003) . The early colonists rationalised their invasion through a discourse of economic efficiency which held that the land was not so much terra nullius as it was underutilised by Nyoongar people: The whites were better at exploiting the land and its people.
In the novel Benang, Kim Scott (1991) drew on his social experience and the Western Australian colonial archive to explore complex relations of state and colonist self-interest that were at work to naturalise a sickening violence that guaranteed Aboriginal poverty while breeding the blackness out of their bodies. In his later novel, That Dead Man Dance, Scott Glen Coulthard (2014) has demonstrated how we tend to lose sight of the rationality of Aboriginal resistance through official renderings of settler colonialism as an historical event, rather than as a persisting social structure. Coulthard showed the means by which the Canadian state has maintained settler access to the territories of 'Indigenous peoples' for the purposes of state formation, settlement and capitalist development ' (2014: 125) . These means of dispossession have ranged from violence to legislation -through the Indian Act and other laws -to a more contemporary negotiated surrender of Aboriginal land under Canadian land claim policy. Patrick Wolfe (2001, 868) argues that 'settler colonialism seeks to replace the natives on their land', it's primary logic being their 'elimination'. Although characteristics have varied in different spaces of settler colonialization, actions to dispossess and eventually eliminate first nation people in North America and Australia have been driven by the 'bourgeois discourse of private property' (870) of settler colonists from Europe. This discourse has underpinned the notion of terra nullius and ubiquitous land enclosures in Australia through three strategic phases of settler colonisation: confrontation, carceration and assimilation (Wolfe 2001, 871) . These overlapping and persisting phases can be identified in Western Australia. From early colonial massacres of Aboriginal people, such as at Pinjarra in 1834 (Statham-Drew 2003: 264-265) , to systemic use of legislation legitimizing the removal -enslavement and early death -of Aboriginal people (Kinnane 2003: 18) , to a more recent insistence by state government on the negotiated surrender of Aboriginal native title claims (McLean 2012: 346-347) . The enduring colonial takeover of Aboriginal lands and bodies has been, and continues to be, legitimised by state legislation within a settler-colonial discourse of dispossession that renders Aboriginal people in need of protection from themselves.
The Aborigines Act 1905 (WA) was introduced 'to make provision for the better protection and care of the Aboriginal inhabitants of Western Australia' (1). Through the legislation, public servants were authorised to remove children and property from Aboriginal people in Western Australia. This Act was a forerunner in bureaucratic practices of Confrontation, carceration and assimilation remain legitimate, this paper argues, because they and the interests they serve have been normalized in the white sight of the Western Australian public through discourses of private capital accumulation and public Aboriginal protection.
Media and machines
In its Karl in Spearwood: Yeah, Premier, I was just wanting your opinion in regards to this Tent Embassy that is going on at the moment on Heirisson Island. Um, in regards to them putting up a tent, I thought that was, ah, illegal; in regards to them lighting fires, I thought that was illegal, um, I thought you need a permit to protest and walk down St Georges Terrace, um, if Joe Blow was to do that they'd be fined for it. Why aren't these people fined? Police had to use force to move the group on and, despite a complaint that a pregnant woman holding a baby was bumped by a police horse, they handled the matter well. It is reasonable to ask why a pregnant woman with a 13-week-old baby was involved in such a situation in the first place.
Instead of criticising an extreme act of unwarranted police aggression towards a member of the public, the editorial lauded the 'commendable patience' of police. Similarly, 7News on 21
February 2012 suggested that police were needed to protect Aboriginal children from being hurt as they accompanied their boisterous protester parents causing traffic hazard as they marched through the streets of Perth. This was a sophisticated construction by 7News using the coincidence of voiceover and visual editing in suggesting unreliable parenting causing danger for 'Young children holding banners wandering in the road'. In cross referencing this event, a reporter not directly associated with Seven West Media, suggested that hazard for these children did not come from their parents or the vehicles slowed by the march; rather it came from 'a plastic bottle of water… thrown from an apartment block, narrowly missing children carrying an Aboriginal flag, before exploding on the road' (AAP 2012).
Reproducing a long-standing settler colonial discourse of protection, the 7News report covertly legitimized what was -at that time -an increasing rate of state removal of Aboriginal children from their families (a simultaneous act of confrontation, carceration and assimilation) while remaining silent on real dangers facing Aboriginal children from other members of the public apparently intent on their destruction.
The West Australian legitimised police raids by claiming that the Nyoongar Tent Embassy was excluding members of the public from a City of Perth Reserve. On the authors' field trips, there was no evidence of this exclusion. However, there was an obvious exclusion about 100 metres away, across the Swan River, where fences had been installed behind which earth-moving machines were clearing the way for the multi-billion dollar Waterbank property development, instigated by the municipality and Lend Lease corporation (Hassell 2015) . In contrast to the Waterbank project which disrupted public pleasure, traffic and pedestrian flows, it should have been obvious to journalists -particularly when told -that the embassy 'isn't blocking progress in terms of development. We're hardly in view of public sight as you can see' (Kerr & Cox 2013: iii) . However, Seven West Media represented the embassy as a threat to public safety and pleasure, while not saying that international, federal and state law suggests that this Aboriginal gathering on federally-recognised Nyoongar country at a state- 
